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Bringing hardworking nature, clean driving record and solid work
history in transportation positions. Proficient in operating kenworth
mack and freightliner trucks and b double flat
top,fridge,tipper,log's,and curtain sided[Type] trailers, as well as
loading, securing and unloading products with maximum efficiency.
Well-organized and knowledgeable in meeting customer needs,
coordinating paperwork and meeting company objectives.

Over the years I have had many
role's from farming to logging both
truck's and chainsaws, Dozer's (so
not afraid of hard work) My father
had log trucks so been around
them all my life. In my years driving
I have done mostly interstate from
fridge's flat top's and curtain
side's. I pride myself in having
manner's and good
communication skill's. In short I
have never had a accident or
speeding fine's and if a job has be
done it has to be done simple as
that. I have mc open lic only
driven RR and spicer's gearboxes
and like to keep my gear neat
and tidy

FEBRUARY 2018-DECEMBER 2018
Truck Driver | Ag-Spread | Maffra, VIC
Duties where carting bulk grain and fertilizer and rubbish in B Double
tipper's through out nsw qld and vic

Maneuvered trucks into loading or unloading positions, following
signals from loading crew ensuring vehicle and loading
equipment were properly positioned.
Minimized delays by planning and adjusting routes to account
for changing weather and traffic conditions.



Dropped and hooked trailers and changed configuration of
equipment when necessary.
Maintained accurate records with compliant invoicing,
payment processing and daily logs.
Completed daily inspections, basic maintenance and common
repair actions to keep equipment operating at full capacity.
Completed basic maintenance and minor repairs to keep
vehicle neat and running properly.
Inspected truck for defects and safe operating condition before,
during and after trips.
Maximized load safety by balancing, securing and weighing
products.
Verified all dispatch instructions.
Maintained safe driving record by observing all road rules,
remaining cautious and alert in unfamiliar areas and keeping
control of vehicle at all times.
Picked up and transported waste safely according to all federal,
state and local rules and regulations.
Presented clean, neat appearance during every shift to uphold
professional company presence.
Contacted customers to report delayed delivery times,
effectively reducing calls to support lines by [Number]%.
Inspected trucks for malfunctions and reported vehicles to
management for corrective action.
Inspected tires, lights, brakes and gas, oil and water levels.

JANUARY 2015-NOVEMBER 2017
Truck Driver | MPC Earthmoving | Gunnedah, NSW
While  was with MPC  I  had a few roles first was truck driving and the
pac hwy upgrade near macksville where i drove truck and dog and
a water truck.  The  truck  I drove worked 6 days a week and done all
maintenance eg,changed oil's done track rod bushes greased twice
a week tyre's as there was no company work shop on the coast. It
was 2008 sar with ISX cummins. So i am mechanically mined  but
wont touch what I don't know about. When the road's job ended I
went to Gunnedah where I drove the float carting  oversize
equipment for mostly mining eg, scraper's excavator's dozer's
grader's
Done all maintenance on operated truck's

Dropped and hooked trailers and changed configuration of
equipment when necessary.
Conducted efficient cargo transfers to maintain route schedules.



EDUCATION

Minimized delays by planning and adjusting routes to account
for changing weather and traffic conditions.
Inspected truck for defects and safe operating condition before,
during and after trips.
Loaded and unloaded products at warehouses and customer
locations using hand trucks, pallet jacks and forklifts.
Secured loads with proper strapping and bracing techniques to
prevent damage to valuable assets across [Number]-mile
transports.
Finalized daily logs on schedule to update internal records and
uphold DOT requirements.
Maneuvered trucks into loading or unloading positions, following
signals from loading crew ensuring vehicle and loading
equipment were properly positioned.
Enhanced customer relations by consistently delivering
shipments according to schedule and quickly addressing any
concerns.
Conducted vehicle inspections prior to and after completing
each shift, documenting damage or issues in comprehensive
reports.
Performed routine inspections of vehicles and reported any
issues to managers immediately.
Operated with safety and skill to avoid accidents and delays.

1987
High School Diploma:
Bowraville Central School, Bowraville, NSW


